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The very last six months alone has seen a great increase in use of on line URL shortners. URL
shortening sites are used to shrink long links. So for illustration,

if you have a very long link akin to:

http//eeexample.com/thisissnexamaple/page4/thisisanexample/page5/thisisanexample/page6/thisisa
nexample/page7

(which has a lengthy 107 characters)

You can use an on line URL shortener to shrink your url to something like:

http//adf.ly/ad34p (that  has only 18 characters)

or...

http//bit.ly/bts345g (that  has no more than 20 characters)

Adfly and Bit.ly, are free of charge to utilize. The main distinction between Adfly and Bit.ly, is that
Adf.ly shortened links make you cash. That is, on every occasion somebody clicks on your Adfly
shortened link, you will make money. Favorably, Adf.ly links are shorter than Bit.ly urls, this is for the
reason that Bit.ly is steadily turning into an over-populated service. I myself have used both Adf.ly
and Bitly, and have found them both to be unfailing services, though I prefer Adf.ly due to the cash
generating opportunity it presents. So how much money can you make with Adfly? It's a good and
justified question. The sum of money you can earn with your Adf.ly urls depends on where the
people that click your Adf.ly links are located.

The average rate of pay is $4.00 per thousand clicks. $4.00 may appear insignificant, but just reflect
for a moment. How many individuals utilize Facebook? Over 400 million citizens make use of Fb on
a daily basis. If you could obtain even a small portion of Facebook people to click on your urls, you
could potentially be earning a respectable amount of cash on auto pilot. A terrific way to attract bags
of users to click your links is to set up a Facebook group. Several of these groups have over a
million users - so if you get your wisdom cap on, you can earn respectable money very rapidly!!!
Read on for more advice!

Adf.ly has an easy going, fast and professional payment procedure that renders earning cash in a
fast and efficent way an absolute breeze Adf.ly has an easy to reach payment-threshold, so once
you have earned $5 on your Adfly account, your earnings wlll electronically be translocated into your
PayPal or AlertPay account. If you don't possess a Paypal or AlertPay account don't don't be
concerned, they are both free of charge to sign up for and straightforward to use

The good thing about Adf.ly is, you can shorten virtually ANY Link you choose to. So say there is a
great video on YouTube that everybody is talking about, you can shrink the video's YouTube link
with Adf.ly and then post it on your Facebook status, and if you have a decent number of 
associates clicking on your urls, you can make decent money. You can also email your urls to other
people. You'll be able to post your links on information sites, on instant messenger sites and even
on forums. You see my line of reasoning. The promise of getting cash shortening links is boundless
and is a brilliant mode of generating more money.
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Shorten URLs, and share it with other people for cash!
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John Zadel - About Author:
If you'd want to a shorten url make money, then that opportunity to do so is right here! So what are
you waiting for? Go and a shorten urls for money now!
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